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ABSTRACT 
 
Using monocular systems in computer vision has many advantages including low cost, high mobility, etc. In this 
paper we reconstruct 3-D spatial model using single still image so as to fulfill the task of obstacle detection and 
road segmentation. In our solution, we represent 3-D spatial model as two important parts: spatial layout and object 
depth. Firstly, we present an algorithm to annotate objects in the images such as road, buildings, then we utilize a 
state-of-the-art depth estimation algorithm to obtain depth map from the image, and an SVM is used to combine 
spatial layout and object depth so as to get obstacle detection result. Finally, the experimental results show that this 
method is simple and effective which has high practical value. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
As one important subject in the machine vision task, obstacle detection and road recognition technology is one of 
current research hot spots. Now the solutions extensively used in the related research achievements include 
ultrasonic, laser distance measurement or binocular parallax for 3-D Reconstruction [1-3]. However, most of these 
methods involve valuable devices and larger volume and are susceptible to environmental condition, so they are not 
very suitable for medium- and small-sized robots. The obstacle detection and road recognition based on monocular 
system features low cost and high efficiency and is gradually emphasized by foreign and domestic scholars. In [4], it 
segments the image to get the obstacle area by using LVQ NN classifier. He etc [5] proposes a small target threshold 
selection algorithm to segment images and get the obstacle and road area simultaneously. In [6], it matches and 
tracks the image sequence feature points for obstacle detection. In [7], it proposes a method to detect the target 
obstacles by computing the shift vector of the road feature points. The above method collects image data and 
processes them by using single camera. Its algorithm only uses the partial image sequence data. Compared to single 
static image, these algorithms should be further improved in accuracy and reliability. To realize true monocular 
vision, this paper aims to detect obstacles and segment valid roads in the image by using single static image.  
 
To achieve the above targets, we reestablish 3-D spatial model from single image. In essence, the called 3-D spatial 
model reflects a series of important space properties in the image scenario, e.g. distribution of different objects such 
as buildings, vehicles and roads, and their relative positions from observers. Given an image, this paper describes 
3-D spatial model of the image scenario by using space layout and depth. first, this paper proposes an image 
scenario labeling method based on the space layout information to get the road and potential obstacle area, next we 
predict the depth of objects in the images by using the depth prediction algorithms of objects, and finally we 
combine the space a SVM with the space layout information and depth information to get the obstacle area in the 
image. The experiment research indicates that our model is highly adaptive and accurate and is suitable for many 
scenarios indoor and outdoor.  
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1. DEPTH PREDICTION ALGORITHM OF OBJECTS  
As everybody knows, it is not enough to only simply consider the features such as local color and texture of images 
in prediction of the depth of objects. E.g. when observing a blue image block, we do not know that it is heaven or 
blue object, so we cannot determine the depth. Both local image feature and global space relation should be 
considered. In [8], Saxena proposes a method to predict the depth of objects in the images. This method can get the 
image features via the following processes. First, segment an image into many small blocks and describe each small 
block with the absolute depth feature and relative depth feature. The absolute depth feature describes the depth of a 
specific small block and the relative depth feature describes depth difference of two adjacent small blocks.  
 
The absolute depth feature is acquired as follows: Given an image block i in the image( , )l x y , compute the 9-D 

Laws mask texture [9], 2-D color channel and 6-D text gradient to form a 17-D filter ( , ),nF x y  

1 2 17n = L，， ， . ( , ) ( )( ) | ( , ) ( , ) | , {1, 2}
i

k

x y each i nE n I x y F x y k∈= × =∑ , indicates accumulative absolute value and 

square sum outputted by the filter, so a 34-D initial feature vector is obtained. Next a multi-scale model is used to 
survey feature of adjacent blocks under different scales and features of column with this specific block. For detailed 
description, refer to the figure 1. Finally we get a 646-D (19 34× ) feature to describe specific block in the image. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1:  Final absolute and relative feature vector obtained by surveying a specific image block and its adjacent blocks under 
multi-scale model 

 
The relative depth feature is computed as follows: for each image block i, one 10-bin full histogram is used to 

describe output of each dimension of the filter| ( , ) |( , )nl x y F x y× , so we get a 170-D (17 10× ) feature iy in order 

to survey how adjacent image blocks are associated. Finally the histogram differenceij i jy y y= − of two image 

blocks is the relative depth feature of the image block i and j.  
 
After the absolute depth feature of each block and relative depth feature of each adjacent block group in the image 
are obtained, the local image feature is fused with the space relation via the Markov random field (MRF). 
Here 1, 2,3s =  indicates different scales of images in the model.  
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( )sN i  is 4 adjacent blocks of the image i under the dimension s, so MRF model is described as follows:  
22
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M is the sum of the minimum dimension blocks in the image. ix is the absolute depth feature of the image block i. 

,θ σ are the model parameters. Z is the normalization factor. The conditional probability ( | ; )rP d X θ  with 

maximum training set is used to estimate the parameter rθ . In addition, 2
2 | |T

rs rs ijsu yσ = , 2
1

T
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estimated. 0rsu >  and 0rv > are a group of parameters which can fit 22rsσ to 2( ( ) ( ))i j jd s d s− and fit 2
1rσ  

to T 2( ( ) )i r id r xθ− . 

 
In [8], the system collects 425 true depth diagrams of the scenario by using a customized 3-D laser scanner. 75% 
images are used to train this MRF model and residual 25% images are used for test. Given a test image, after the 
image features are extracted, the MAP estimate of the depth of the field of the scenarios is obtained via the 
maximization equation above. The figure 2 shows depth diagram of two groups of true image depth diagrams and 
depth diagram predicted by using this model.  
 

 
FIGURE 2:  Depth diagram 

(Left: original diagram, middle: true depth by using a laser scanner, right: depth diagram computed by a model) 

 
3.  SPACE LABELING ALGORITHM  
3.1 Overview 
Some research indicates that the images collected via common mobile carrier have the following features: the sight 
line is horizontal, the image has 3-D affine features and most pixels can be divided into heaven, ground and middle 
scene. In addition, the middle scene can be divided into different orientations. To determine object orientation in an 
area, the long line of this area can be extracted and the crossover point of these lines is computed, namely affine 
center. The collected images has 3-D affine feature, so the artificial objects such as building and furniture in the 
scene have an affine center. The affine disappearing point of the left object is on the left side of the image, the affine 
disappearing point of the right object is on the right side of the image, and the affine disappearing point of the object 
orienting to the observer is inside or above and under the image. In addition, partial natural objects such as hill and 
wood have irregular shapes and have no affine features, next label a pair of input images as the heaven, ground and 
middle scene. The middle scene is further divided into left, right, observer-oriented and non-orientation scene. We 
finally expect to get the ground area. Generally the obstacles orient to the observer or have no specific orientation, 
so the space layout labeling is favorable to the final obstacle detection and road segmentation. The figure 3 shows 
our labeling structure of the image.  

 
 

FIGURE 3:  Type of image space layout labeling 
 
Generally the image should be segmented into different parts to label different areas. Now it is difficult for the 
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existing image segmentation algorithm to realize ideal segmentation, so we propose a multi-segmentation model to 
minimize segmentation error. First, for an image, we use a diagram-based segmentation algorithm [10] and segment 

the image by using different parameters to get n different segmentation assumption set 1( , , )nS s s= L . The 

optimal segmentation parameters cannot be known in unsupervised image segmentation, so the optimal image 
segmentation must be assumed and be stored in the set S, or is the combination of different elements in S. even if S 
has no an ideal segmentation, each element of this set is meaningful for final labeling.  
 
3.2 Use feature 
Each image block uses the following features in the method of this paper:  
Color feature: it includes 3-D HSV mean, 3-D RGB mean, 5-D Hue histogram, 1-D entropy, 3-D saturation 
histogram and 1-D entropy.  
 
Shape feature: it includes total 1-D pixels/convex closure area; 
 
Texture feature: it includes 12-D DOOG filter output; 
 
Position feature: it includes mean of x and y coordinate of all 2D pixels. 
 
3-D geometric feature: it includes number of 1-D long line, ratio of 1-D approximate parallel long line, distance 
from1-D disappearing point to image right side, distance from1-D disappearing point to image center, distance 
from1D disappearing point to image top, 12-D long line directional histogram and 1-D entropy.  
 
At this time, the color, shape and text feature are frequently in different image system. Most images collected by the 
camera are horizontal, so generally the ground is under the image and the heaven is above the image. The position 
feature can better distinguish them in our task. Finally 3-D geometric feature is used to determine the orientation of 
the middle scene. The key issue is how to extract the long line and compute the affine disappearing point.  
 
First, we use canny operator to detect the image edge and extract a long line. We eliminate the line which length is 
less than the threshold. We select 5% image width in the test. Finally we compute the direction gradient of each 
pixel for each independent line and represent this line with a 16-D histogram, but if over 90% pixels of a line will be 
within a dimension in the histogram, we regard it as the long line of this dimension. 
 
Next we will compute the affine disappearing point by using a classical 3-D perspective camera model. In this 

model, 3-D space ( , , ,1)TX x y z=  is mapped to 2-D graphic space ( , ,1)TX x y= . This mapping meets the 

relation x pgXλ = . 3 4
3 3[ ,0]p l R ×
×= ∈ is the mapping matrix, ( , ) (3)g R T SE= ∈  is rigid transformation 

represented as a 4 4×  matrix. λ is the scale factor of unknown point X on depth Z. The line identified with the 

point 1x and 2x in the image can be represented with a normal plane which is orthogonal to the line l. l is crossing 

line between the plane passing the mapping center and image plane, namely 1 2 1 2ˆl x x x x= × = , 1̂x is the tilted 

symmetric matrix related to 1 2 3[ , , ]Tx x x x= . The public normal place of two lines in the image 

is 1 2 1 2
ˆv l l l l= × = . Given a group of lines, our public disappearing point can be obtained by solving a linear least 

squares estimation.  

2

1

( )
n

T
i

v
i

min l v
=
∑  

 

This equation is consistent with solution of 2|| ||vmin Av . Different columns of the matrix 3nA R ×∈  are the line 

il with same disappearing point direction. In practices, we use lines with similar directional histogram to compose A 

matrix. In addition, the reference [11] describes the method to solve this equation. The figure 4 shows estimation of 
the long line detection and affine disappearing point. The lines with same color have similar directional histogram.  
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FIGURE4. Long line and affine disappearing point 
 
3.3 Labeling algorithm  

The space layout label is regarded as multi-label problem. Assuming 1 7{ , , }C c c= L  is the label set, tS S∈  is 

the segmentation assumption and 1{ , , }t t t
mH h h= L  is the image block set intS . For one image block t

ah in the 

segmentation assumptiontS , its label vector t
al  is a 7D vector. I th dimension indicates probability of this image 

block with label iC  and is represented with [0, 1]. One pixel p of the image belongs to different images in each 

segmentation assumption. We indicate the image block set covering the pixel p in S by using 1{ , , }np p pH h h= L . 

1{ , , }np p pL l l= L  is the corresponding label vector set, we can represent label vector of the pixel p with pL , 

namely: 
 

1

n
i

p i p
i

L lπ
=

=∑  

 

iπ is the weight factor and is used to represent weight relation between the pixel label vector and the label vectors of 

different image blocks with this pixel.  
 
It shows that the core of the algorithm is to transform to multi-labeling problem of each image block in the image 
segmentation assumption set. In practical research, we download 200 training images from Internet, including 
indoor and outdoor scenarios, segment images into 10 different segmentation assumptions, manually label each 
image block of each segmentation assumption, and perform iterative training on the labeling set by using Adaboost. 
In the test, we classify the image blocks with unknown labels by using this model and finally process the label 
vector of each pixel in the images by weighting. In addition, we select 10 images, manually label each pixel, select 

100 pixels as the sample T, and get iπ by solving a least squares estimation.  

 
2

[1,10]

( ) , , , 0, 1i
p i p i i

p T i i

min L l s tπ π π
∈ ∈

− ≥ =∑ ∑ ∑  

 
The figure 5 displays the confidence diagram of different labels by space layout labeling of a test image. The 
results with ground label indicate the road segmentation. 
 
3.4 Fusion of space layout and object depth  
After the space layout label of the image is obtained, it indicates that the road segmentation task is roughly 
completed. To establish more accurate image 3-D spatial model, we combine the space layout label with the 
depth by using a SVM. In training, we represent each pixel of images with a 8-D vector. 1-7 dimensions 
indicate the confidence of labels in the space layout labeling. 8th dimension is the estimated depth. In the test, 
we manually label the obstacle area, use the pixels in the obstacle area as the positive samples, and use pixels in 
other areas as the negative sample to train a linear core SVM. In the test, we classify each pixel in the images by 
using the trained SVM and finally determine if each pixel is within the obstacle area [12]. 
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FIGURE 5：Label confidence diagram of partial space labels 
(Left up: original diagram. Right up: ground. Left middle: middle scene. Right middle: left object. Left down: right object. Right down: 

observer-oriented object) 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 
To evaluate our method, we test this method by using the ETH obstacle detection data set [13]. This data set includes 
several continuous video from different street scenarios. Generally the obstacles include pedestrians and vehicles. 
We select 100 images from the video and manually label obstacles area in 90 images. We train them by using 
SVM. Obstacles remote from the observer have few influences on the algorithm in partial images, so we only 
label the main obstacles in the images.in training of SVM and randomly select 1000 positive sample pixels and 
1000 negative sample pixels. 50 images are used for test. In evaluation test, we compute the accuracy rate by 

using
p G

p G
R = I

U
. P is the image pixels predicted as the obstacles. G is the image pixels manually labeled as 

the obstacle. The table 1 is the final evaluation test results. It shows that the image 3-D information can be 
mined to most extent by combining the depth with the space layout.  
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FIGURE 6 Obstacle detection and road segmentation results obtained by combination of space layout labeling and depth 
(Up: original diagram. Middle: road segmentation. Down: obstacle detection) 

 
The experimental results indicate that our scheme has higher accuracy rate for road detection and can recognize the 
main obstacles in the image in the obstacle detection task. In addition, we further evaluate and test the scheme by 
using depth information, space layout information and their combination. The figure 6 lists partial test results, which 
include the obstacle detection and road segmentation results 
 

TABLE 1:  Accuracy rate of obstacle detection 
 

Method Accuracy rate 
Depth+SVM 
space layout labeling +SVM 
Depth+ space layout labeling +SVM 

62.7% 
68.2% 
79.3% 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we establish 3-D spatial model via space layout labeling and depth estimation of the images. The 
experiment proves that this model can better describe the image scenario, so monocular 3-D reconstruction is 
qualified for obstacle recognition and road detection. The weakness of this algorithm is difficulty in detection 
of a long line under fully natural environment, which will affect classification based on SVM later and reduce 
accuracy rate. We will further improve feature extraction method under the complicated environment, further 
optimize monocular 3-D spatial model, and enhance its robustness and applicable cases in future. 
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